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NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWS
NEW TRACK RECORD AT SCARBOROUGH DOWNS

Idea! Wilco (Smog-True Idea!) established a new track record of 1:57.3 at Scarborough Downs with quarters in 28.1 - 58.2 -1:29.1 in the $20,009 President's Pace

"Magic M ile" Highlights President's Pace Day
Ideal Wilco, a lightning-fast son of
Smog,
rewrote
the
RecordBook at Scarborough Downs on
Presidents Pace Day 1983, while
stopping the Teletimer in 1:57.3.
That mark erased My Bill Forwood's former standard of 1:58.4,
and became the fastest-mile ever
paced over a State of Maine-oval.
The $20,000 race, Maine's richest,
started with a two-horse speed duel,
with the heralded Truman along the
inside, and Ideal Wilco, from the
outside of the six-horse field, moving
stride for stride past the eighth-pole.
As they straightened away to the
quarter it was Rene Poulin and Ideal
Wilco taking command with a first
panel in 28.2. Moving to the half-mile
pole the field began to tighten up
behind the leader, with Liberty Bell
Park-shipper Omaha Lus just a
scant length back along the outside,
and Truman right there at the rail.
Moving up the backside the battle
continued with driver Poulin gaining

a valuable "rest-period" while
keeping Marvin Maker and Omaha
Lus in the air off three-parts in
1:29.1. Once the field reached the far
turn it was a "Katie Bar The Door"
time as the quick four-year-old
stepped into high-gear and away
from the classy-field. In the lane the
roan-horse was flying, and the battle
was against the clock. On the finish
line the roar of the crowd signified
the occasion, an all-time record of
1:57.3.
In the Winners Circle area,
following the race, a gracious
Maine-owner Dr. Alroy Chow made
the presentation of the prestigious
six-foot
tall
trophy,
while
representing the former-champion
and Track Record Holder, the
sidelined My Bill Forwood. Driver
Rene Poulin picked up the added
bonus, a check for $1,000 for the
Track Record performance, and
promised to return next September
to defend that Presidents Pace title.

The mention of a possible con
frontation between My Bill Forwood
and Ideal Wilco will surely be
awaited by the local fans as we look
forward to next years $25,000 test.
This years event returned a Total
Mutuel Handle of $270,988, with the
actual Presidents Pace yielding a
Handle of $34,000. The big day raised
the seasonal Handle to $13,904,342.
Ideal Wilco, sent away at 9-2 by the
5,000-plus fans, returned $11.40, 5.00
and 3.20. Truman finished second
($3.20, 2.60) and Animal House
rallied for a third-place effort
($3.80). The remainder of the field
included Omaha Lus, Gawain
Butler, and Mountain Nitro. The
latter two made breaks during the
race while losing all chance for
victory.
Another surprise was provided in
the afternoons 12th Race, the co
featured Preferred Pace. In this one
it was memory-revisited as The
Andover Story and Don Richards set

ByLLOYDJOHNSON
a torrid pace, past the quarter in
28.3, and o ff the half-mile marker in
50-and-change. In the late going the
crowd came to their feet as Ryal
Eagle and Cambro Time came
flying down the middle of the
raceway for a tight photo-finish
mile, timed in 1:59.2. Robert Levi's
Ryal Eagle for the paper-thin edge,
and for the first time in history, two
"Sub 2:00-Minute Miles" were
recorded- at the Downs. Keystone
Payton finished third, with The
Andover Story and Big A1 Mac
completing the order of finish.
All in all it was a banner day for
the harness racing sport in Maine,
the weather was picture-perfect, the
crowd was large, the use of the
outdoor-paddock was an added plus,
and the race just happened to be the
fastest in Maine history, as Ideal
Wilco and Rene Poulin electrified
the crowd with a never to be
forgotten trip in 1:57.3.

*********************************************************************************

IMPORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

12 — Mass Sire Stakes at Greenfield
15 — Rochester Fair Opens with N.E.S.S.
16 — New England Sire Stakes (3-yr.-o!ds) — Rochester
18 — Farmington Fair opens
20 — Maine Breeders Stakes — Farmington
21 — Maine Breeders Stakes — Farmington
22 — Maine Breeders Stakes — Farmington
22 — Mass Sire Stakes — Foxboro
23 — Mass Sire Stakes — Foxboro
24 — New England Pace — Closer at Scarborough Downs
25 — Standardbred Horse Show — Rochester Fairgrounds
25 — Cumberland Fair opens
29 — Mass Sire Stakes — Foxboro

Sept. 30 — Mass Sire Stakes — Foxboro
Oct. 1 — Mares Bred list due for Stakes programs
Oct. 2 — Fryeburg Fair opens
Oct. 4 — Maine Breeders Stakes — Fryeburg
Oct. 5 — Maine Breeders Stakes — Fryeburg
Oct. 5 — Lewiston Raceway opens for Extended Meet.
Oct. 5 — New England Harness Writers Banquet at Foxboro Raceway
Oct. 6 — Maine Breeders Stakes — Fryeburg
Oct. 6 — Mass Sire Stakes Finals — Foxboro
Oct. 7 — Mass Sire Stakes Finals — Foxboro
Oct. 12 — Maine Breeders Stakes — Lewiston
Oct. 14 — Maine Breeders Stakes — Lewiston
Oct. 15 — Maine Breeders Stakes — Lewiston
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ByCLARKTHOMPSON

A large Saturday afternoon crowd times during the week. For those
was on hand at the Skowhegan horsemen in attendance, the fair
fairgrounds on August 20 to see if an association hosted a picnic super
invitational field of pacers assem which was well attended. One
bled by Race Secretary Tom Kiley unhappy note in that Dr. Alroy Chow
could break the track pacing record informed us that My Bill Forwood
set earlier in the week by Winning has suffered a knee injury which
Sister. Despite a strong wind the will sideline his Free-for-All star for
record of 2:02.1 fell to the Robert and the remainder of the year.
Pauline Webb (Gardiner) owned
We were sad to learn of the
Cheviot (True Duane — Firefoot) in passing of Julian Davis (Machias)
2:01.1 with Rodney Grady up. Maine on August 18. We enjoyed his
sire stakes graduate Luck's Lazy company on the backstretch.
Lady followed Cheviot to the wire.
MARITIME NOTES
The large crowd wagered a record
Elixir Grade won the Earle Avery
$111,986 showing once again that Memorial Pace at Woodstock's
Maine racing fans will turn out in Connell Park in 2:03 with Mike
numbers for a look at the fast ones.
Downey up to conclude the 1983
A week earlier at the Northern racing season. Unfortunately the
Maine Fair in Presque Isle, Cheviot invitational field for the Earle Avery
was the betting favorite in the $5,000 did not measure up to those of recent
"M y Bill Forwood Invitational
Race
Secretary
Doug
Pace" in a field that included years.
Thompson
reports
that
despite
good
Precious
Windy,
Two
Score, attendance during Old Home Week
Plymouth Mac and Clipper Seelster.
While the field assembled by youth the harness meet will likely show a
when the final figures are in.
ful Race Secretary Ken Sumner did deficit
Caldwood Clipper, a son of Horton
not match last year's field, a large Hanover,
and Miracle Report, a son
throng turned out on a chilly night to of Miracle
each won their
see Plymouth Mac (Knight and Day respective Chip,
elimination
division
— Miss Dianne D) win for owners (2:00.4 and 2:00.1) of the Gold
Cup
Robert
Sumner,
Jacqueline and Saucer at Charlottetown.
Federico and Ronald Dumont in a However, it was the outside bred
fast 2:01.2. The upset win was due in Silent
a five year old son of
part to a flat tire on Cheviot's sulky High Class,
Ideal, who captured the
as the starting gate pulled away. In
Gold Cup and Saucer
other action, Ival Cianchette's prestigious
for owner Murray Wade
Chinbro Sue's Bret (Flying Bret — Pace
Chinbro Sue) with Leigh Fitch up (Moncton). Paul Perry's Big Hugh
won the "Rebel Bret" two year old was third. It's likely we will see
of the Gold Cup and Saucer
early closing event ($3,200) in 2:07.4. some
contenders
at the President's Pace
This event was dominated by outside at Scarborough
Downs on Sep
sired colts as Skipper Speed (Scarlet tember 4. We hope
our Maritime
Skipper — Speedy Ribbon) and companions on this year's HamMaine Baron (Whata Baron — bletonian four made it to the island
Allwin Belle) finished out the top for the big event. Tour leader Brian
three. It was an exciting race as Hancox was heard to comment that
Russ Lanpher and Ray Ireland had
their colts in high gear coming down traffic on the George Washington
the lane. New owner Leonard Pierce Bridge was nothing compared to the
(Newburgh) was all smiles over the line of traffic waiting for the ferry
performance of his first stan- following the Gold Cup and Saucer.
dardbred purchase — Skipper As we write this, Race Secretary
Speed. Earlier in the week Paul Doug Colwell is busy putting
Delaney's
(Moncton)
Precious together an invitational field for the
Windy
(Dallas
Almahurst
— $25,000 Provincial Cup VI on Sep
Whispering Wind) won the "Stephen tember 2. Nero's B.B. with Jimmy
O" early closer for three year olds Doherty teaming should be a tough
($3,200) in 2:06.4. Tom Perkins' act to beat this year at Saint John.
(Blue Hill) improving Oil Burner It was recently announced that
colt Thermostat
was second Exhibition Park Raceway in Saint
followed by the Maritime bred John won the bidding to host the
Crossway. The fastest division of the Inaugural edition of the Rothanans
Maine
Standardbred
Breeders Sires Stakes in 1984. With estimated
Stakes went to the McGhee and purses in the $40,000 range, eligible
McLaine owned three year old filly yearlings at the upcoming Maritime
Windsock Surf (Big League Star — sales should bring more money for
Aloha) in a new lifetime mark of Local breeders.
Late word from Fredericton
2:03.4. Despite an excellent purse
was
that
Colombo
structure which last year averaged Raceway
$1,037 per dash, the highest in the !Seelster, track record holder at
State, a shortage of horses resulted Presque Isle, won the Walter Dale
in many horses racing two and three Memorial.

Resource Development
Bill Seekins
On July 23 and 24, a small group of
people gathered in Blue Hill to learn
about using the energy generated by
decomposing organic matter. At
tendance at the various sessions
ranged from seven to 21 people, with
participants from as far away as
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and
Connecticut.
The workshop was led by Bruce
Fulford of the Biothermal Energy
Center, who has spent several years
studying the practical aspects of
compost as an energy source. He
presented two systems, the com
posting greenhouse and the Jean
Pain method of woodchip com
posting.
Farm animals have long known
that, in winter, the warmest place on
the farm is the manure pile. This is
because decompositidn of the waste
material releases energy in the form
of heat. The idea of using this heat to
warm a greenhouse, however, is
fairly new. A number of different
methods of capturing the heat from
a compost pile were explored at the
workshop, and two of these ap
proaches will be tried by farmers in
the Blue Hill area within the next
year.
Wyatt Courtemanche, a Blue Hill
farmer, plans to build a structure
using woven polyethylene
for
glazing and containing bins for the
composting material. If homebuilt,
the cost of a 50' x 11' structure is
estimated to be less than $1,000,
which could be paid for in one winter
through sales of produce.
This project was based on Courtemanche's experience last winter
with a temporary 12' x 15' structure
that cost $30 to build. Using his
manure pile as the only source of
heat, he maintained soil tempoeratues of 60-70 degrees F from
February to May. He was able to
raise all the tomato, pepper and
celery seedlings for his own
operation, and then sold the surplus

Heating with compost
Reprint: Mainely Agriculture
for about $250.
Another farmer, Dennis King, who
lives in nearby Penobscot, plans to
build a greenhouse next to his
manure storage. He will use loops of
flexible pipe buried in the pile to
circulate warm air into the
greenhouse. In addition to heat, the
warmed air will also be enriched
with carbon dioxide, which should
improve plant production.
The Jean Pain method of woodchip composting was developed in
France as a means of reducing
forest fire hazard and building the
soil. The system involves finely
chipping green puckerbrush (less
than three inches in diameter),
wetting it and packing it into a pile.
Originally the piles were generally
about 12' x 25' x 8' deep, but could be
as small as 7' x 7' x 5' deep.
Once started, these piles heat up to
about 140 degrees F, and maintain
this temperature for nine months to
two and a half years. This heat can
be extracted by placing a coil of two
inch diameter PVC pipe in the pile
as it is built. Water running through
the pipe is heated to 110 degrees F )
or above) and can be used as a heat
source. The fully decomposed
material in the pile then be used to
rebuild depleted soils.
Both of the techniques presented
at the workshop look promising, but
neither has been proven under
Maine conditions. The operating
results of the two greenhouese being
planned should be available within a
year or two, but the Jean Pain
method remains to be undertaken
for assessment.
Anyone interested in more in
formation about either of these
techniques can contact either Bill
Seekins, Maine Department of
Agriculture,
Food
and
Rural
Resources, State House Station No.
28, Augusta, 04333, or Bruce Fulford,
Biothermal Energy Center, P.O.
Box 3112, Portland, 04104.

Barn R aising

Obituaries
Ina Whitney Norton, 87, of Falmouth, Me. passed away recently. Bom in North
Yarmouth, Mrs. Norton attended Greeley Institute and Gorham Normal School,
and taught in North Waterford, Me. Married for over sixty years to Harold W.
Norton, Ina leaves a legacy of harness racing with eleven children — son Loring is
a well known breeder, trainer, driver with brother Dwight assisting at the farm —
twenty four grandchildren, including the talented trauier/driver Bruce Ranger
and Joe Morris who has been working in track administration — fourteen great
grandchildren including Mike, Mark and Jeff Graffam and Chris Hamilton who
work with harness horses at the farm and throughout tracks in New England.
Abigail S. Richards, 75, of Yarmouth died after a long illness. She was bom in
Saco, Maine, attending Scarborough schools and Thornton Academy. She retired
nine years ago from 3ie Eastland Shoe Co. in Freeport. Mrs. Richards and her
husband Joseph, who passed away in 1977, owned harness horses and were very in
volved in the business. The Richards had five children, their son Donald is well
known as a trainer-driver throughout New England.

Neighbors and friends pitched in recently to assist Ruth King and Alton Worth
build a bam after their horses and supplies were lost in the terribie Windsor Fire.
They will return Sept. 11th to complete the project, as Alton was injured in a train
ing accident and the work was postponed until he recuperated. It's nice to have
friends when you're experiencing bad luck!
The Editor
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A nnounces Its S tallions F o r 1984
The best bred trotting staHion ever to stand in Maine or New Engtand.
A son of SUPER BOWL out of a stakes winning SPEEDY SCOT mare.

ARMBRO ASTRO
A $100,000 yearling!! Oniy impeccabbie
breeding and conformation will bring that
price. Ask Cien Carnsey ... He had this
horse.

Super Bowl

Cina Almahurst

2,1 :5 9 .4 ,3 , 1 : 56.2 ($601,006)

At 2 winner of Battie of Saratoga FiHy
Stake, Richelieu Grand Circuit Stake,
Second in Free Stake.

World Champion at 2 and 3, Hambietonian
and Triple Crown winner. Sire of World
Champions Joie deVie, Brisco Hanover,
Jurgy Hanover, Texas etc.

Stars P rid e

2 , 2:07.4h
2

Speedy Scot

PiHow T alk

C oid en Link

tf you witt take the time to took at this horse ... you'H breed to him! ,

1984 STUD FEE: '500.00

*******************************

The Pacing Sire of The Future
BIC S T R I K E , . ^

Lightning Strikes

Lady Duane

p. 3 , 1=55

p. 3 , 2 =00.4

D am o f :

Nobte Rote p. 4,1:58.4

M eadow Skipper

p

3,

i :S 5 i

Brittannia

Roy at H oof p. 4,1:58.4

p. 2, 2:04.4.

Lord Bret p. 2:03f

Duane H anover

, . 4. 1=5;

Phantom Lady
Votomite

, . 3.

111 =54.3

Her Ladyship

His 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Dam att have 2:00 or better marks.
Big Strike broke a coffin bone racing in 1983 ... Now heating, he witt race again next year.

1984 STUD FEE $500.00
Att foats witt be Maine and New Engtand etigibte.
For further information contact: Dr. Jeffrey Dow at 207-696-8145 or 207-696-4681 or Mike Trembtay 207-947-0431.

In the end the best breeding PAYS ...
....... 4*'A* '

3l.t 4

CAMDEN HILLS FARM HAS THE BEST BRED ...
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The Maine Circuit

By Lee Allen

Richards WinS 3000

By ANTHONY J.ALIBERTI
Richards grew up in Yarmouth,
Don
Richards
features
are
chiseled and bold. His eyes are deep just down the street from Arthur
and penetrating. He personifies McGowan and Sam Carter, top
Maine,
its roots,
trials
and trainers of a different era. Even
durability. Don Richards is relaxed tually he risked a full time career.
in the woods, or at the dinner table He was rapidly recognized as a local
with his family. He can address a talent.
Unlike today, there were few
public meeting, but he's most
comfortable training and driving aggressive young drivers along the
circuit.
Richards's caught on
harness horses.
Of the thousands of licensed quickly.
harness drivers in America only 25 Eventually Don Richards ex
tended his reach beyond Maine. He
have earned 3,000 wins.
When Don Richards wheeled Star sold horses to Jim Doherty and
of Lov, Bob Allen's Invitational Norman Dauplaise in New York. He
trotter, into Scarborough's winner's was able to race successfully here in
circle the three nines rolled over. Maine, then find buyers for his
Earlier this Summer Richards set a fastest horses out of state. For
new trot track mark at Bangor with Richards it was the best of both
worlds.
the same horse.
A year ago Don Richard's career
Richards, 50, is now at a career
high. Though he drives far fewer produced new blossoms. Lawrence
races, his reputation as a top colt Kadish and Ted Wing sent colts for
trainer
extends
beyond
New Richards to train. From that first
England. For two years his Cum yearling crop his percentage of
berland barn has been filled with racing juveniles has been nothing
blue-blooded yearling prospects short of remarkable.
Locally Richards continues to
worth hundreds of thousands of
dollars. Richards conditions these drive and train The Andover Story, a
colts then sends them on to their horse which set track records
around the state, and the first horse
stakes engagements.
The 3,000th win was accepted to win a race faster than 2:00 at
casually by Richards. He wasn't Scarborough.
With his 3,000th win Richards has
even sure he'd made it until records
were verified. Don Richards is not few hills left to climb.
Years ago Freeman Parker and
one to glorify his-own achievements.
But this honor, added to numerous Don Richards personified Maine
local driving championships, and his racing. Hot young drivers have
award three years ago as Maine's come and gone, the face of the sport
first "Trainer of the Year" has matured, both Parker than
separates Richards from the rest in Richards have endured, and gained
stature.
the racing community.
Harness racing, unlike other
Richards is confident, articulate
and talented. Equally important he sports, does not retire its stars, it
is a gentleman on and off the track, allows them to pace themselves and
keenly aware of racing's image. He enjoy the fruits of extended career.
rarely speaks, but when he has Don Richards drives fewer races
something to say he speaks plainly. now, and is more cautious on the
A year ago he unsuccessfully pled track, but when he's got a horse on
for a return of Cumberland Ex the lead and he turns into the stretch
he can still bring home a winner.
tended-meet dates.

Ryal Eagle and Star Of Lov were Maine Sires Stakes. He matched his
the top horses on the Maine Circuit three-year-old mark of 2:04.4 when
during the past month. Ryal Eagle he broke the track record at Bangor
was Pacer of the Month for August July 29.
while Star of Lov was Trotter of the
Star Of Love posted Al-Var speed
ratings of 93 or better three times
Month.
Ryal Eagle won the $4,000 during August. His highest was 98,
Preferred
Handicap
Pace
at only one pont below the season's
Scarborough Downs Aug. 28 in record he set for trotters in July.
2:00.1, breaking his own track
As of the end of Augusta, the sixrecord for four-year-old geldings. He year-old son of Watchful had won six
had broken the record previously on of seven starts this season and was
riding a four-race winning streak.
Aug. 13 when he won in 2:00.3.
"The Eagle' earned Al-Var speed Star Of Lov is owned by Robert Allen
ratings of 118 and 117 during the of Cumberland. Richards is the
month. No other pacer was able to trainer-driver.
Freeman Parker easily won
turn in two ratings that high. He also
beat the great Empire Larry in that Driver of the Month honors for
August. The veteran from West
Aug. 28th race.
Ryal Eagle is owned by Robert Baldwin drove eight horses that
Levy of Gorham. Freeman Parker is reached magic figures (100 for
pacers, 80 for trotters) on the Al-Var
the trainer-driver.
Cheviot turned in the most out speed scale. His closest competition
standing single performance of the came from Richards, Leigh Fitch
month. The 10-year-old gelded son of and John Nason, each of whom
True Duane won the $5,000 Walter drove four horses to magic figure
Hight Memorial Pace at Skowhegan marks.
Richards took Trainer of the
in track record time of 2:01.1. That
smashed the prevous record by a full Month honors. Richards- trained
second. Cheviot earned an Al-Var horses earned four magic figure
marks during the month. Parker,
speed rating of 119 for that race.
Owned by Robert and Pauline Tom MacNamara, John Nason and
Webb of Gardiner, Cheviot is trained Glen Merrill each had three in
by Richard Simmonds. Rodney magic figures.
As of the last week of August,
Grady was in the bike for the record
trip.
trotter T.W. Happiness and pacer
Besides Ryal Eagle, pacers that Gaelic Blazon were the top money
reached 100 or better for winning winners in the Maine Sires Stakes.
trips twice during the past month T.W. Happiness was close to $14,000
were Big A1 Mac, Mazak, Winning in earnings while Gaelic Blazon was
Sister, Race Me Aggie, Richochet over $11,000. Valerie's Beano was
Skipper, Valerie's Beano, Fly Fly close $11,000.
Mr. Suffolk was the leading sire.
Lucky, Plymouth Mac and Avon
His offspring had earned $21,567 as
Dasher.
Besides Cheviot's track record at of the end of August. Nevele Pilot
Bangor, two other records were set was close behind with $20,735.
in August. Hizor Farmer, with Gary Handies in Maine continued well
Mosher driving, won in 2:02.1. to ahead of last year at most tracks.
break the Topsham pacing record. Skowhegan had a pair of $100,000Winning Sister, with Leigh Fitch in plus days while Windsor opened with
the bike, broke the 46-year-old a $100,000-plus day and was ex
Skowhegan pacing record just five pecting a possible record for a big
Labor Day card.
days before Cheviot smashed it.
The
Don Richards has done a Scarborough Downs continued Maine
masterful job in bringing Star Of well ahead of last year and was
Lov back to the form he displayed as gearing for its biggest day of the Circuit
a brilliant three-year-old in the year, President's Pace Day.

Following are the pacers that
reached 100 or higher on the Al-Var
speed scale for a winning trip from
July 30 to Aug. 28:
THE TOP TEN PACERS

Cheviot, R. Grady
Ryal Eagle, F . Parker
Ryal Eagle, F. Parker
Big A1 Mac, T. McNamara
Winning Sister, L. Fitch
Our Burner, F. Parker
Press Time Collins, R. Wing Jr.
Avon Dasher, J. Nason
Valerie's Beano, F. Parker
Bret's Tango, J. Ammann
Flashy Tone, S. Brown
The Andover Story, D. Richards

119
118
117
113
113
112
112
112
112
112
111
111

The Best Of The Rest

Don Richards and top Ai-Var trotter Star of Lov.

Hizor Farmer, G . Mosher
Pine River Fever, J. Nason
Mazak, W. Whittemore
Maine Mariner, D. May
Race Me Fritz, G . Deietetsky
Wiibea Skipper, D. Gray
Big Ai Mac, T. McNamara
K. W. Skipper, W. Case Jr.
He's A Smokin, A. Nason
Miss Tarmite, R. LeBianc
Ensign O'Brien, T. McNamara
Race Me Aggie, W. Chiids
Two Score, L. Fitch
Sooner Do, L. Fitch
Richochet Skipper, D. Bustard 104
Mazak, W. Whittemore
Sunday Jim, G. Bowden
P.B .'s Coral, P. Battis
Winning Sister, L. Fitch
Hatfield Chuck, G. Mosher
Vin Rouge, J. Moiiison Jr.
Plymouth Mac, R. Sumner
Race Me Aggie, W. Chiids
Kiikerran Vale, B Chariton
Avon Dasher, J. Nason
Syivan Irish, K. Daigle
Pretzei Belie, D Watson

104
104
104
103
103
103
103
103
103
103
102
102

R fm id p r R n U M *

m o

11

Y ln u n

110
109
109
108
108
108
108
107
107
107
107
106
106
104

Determined Squirt, R. Lanpher
102
M.H. Frost, S. Bard
102
Beth's Brave Lad, R. Bartiett
102
Count Special, S. Whittemore
102
Littie Treasure, R. Gauthier
102
Mountain Novice, R. Lanpher
102
Richochet Skipper, D. Bustard
102
Omac, W. Loubier
101
Prince Biackguard, G.MacKenzie 101
Coral Cruiier, Q. McKenney
101
Valerie's Beano, F. Parker
101
Isie Of Joy, J. Davis
101
Ai Payson, R. Sumner
100
Fly Fiy Lucky, T. McCormack
100
Trader John, G. Deietetsky
100
Fiy Fly Lucky, T. McCormack
100
Plymouth Mac, R. Sumner
100
Saint Clair Jeep,
100
Here are the trotters that reached
80 or better on the Ai-Var speed scale
^or a winning trip from Juiy 30 to Aug.
THE TOP TEN TROTTERS

Star Of Lov, D. Richards
Auntie Teen, F. Parker
Star Of Lov, D. Richards
Star Of Lov, D. Richards
Good Time Harlan, R. Rose
Lazy Hiii Stario, E. Wing Jr.
Summer Duke, 1. Simeszku
Auntie Teen, F. Parker
Rummy Pete, J . Apperti Jr.
M.J. Barry, R. Bartiett
B .B .'sH ighN ote,P . Battis
T.W. Happiness, C. Emerson
J .M. Tat, T. Vanidestine
Cape Pine Jessica, S. Bard

98
97
95
93
91
90
89
89
87
87
87
86
86
86

The Best Of The Rest

Game To Win, W. Peace
Sugar Spur, D. Ingraham
Gibson Lobeii, J. Beckwith
Fire island, B. Wheeiock
Rummy Pete, W. Peace
Cape Pine Newport, P. Battis
Lazy Hiii Stario, E. Wing Jr.
Speed In Motion, J. Nason

84
84
83
81
80
80
80
80
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Broodmare Of The Month

Ta Racer

By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
There's a touch of trot in most Egyptian Ace, a pacing son of Star's
every horse bred today, but few Pride and Doe Hanover, and full
mares have such intriguing con- brother to Stanley Dancer's founnections, however distant, as Ta dation trotting sire Egyptian CanRacer. She is by the 2:00 Volomite dor. No doubt expectations were that
pacer Mighty Medium, and he is the filly, Ms. Turtle, like the rest by
from Margaret Castleton, the dam Egyptian Ace would pace. But
of The Intruder.
genetic characteristics have a way
As generations passed this family of enduring, and the combination of
like many others went to pacing. Star's Pride and Margaret Castleton
And both Ta Racer and her long was too strong to resist. Ms. Turtle
lasting brother Mighty King Cole trots.
earned their keep under the inTwo year old trotters are
fluence of the hopples.
priceless. Just getting them to the
Ta Racer was a tough mare, and races is remarkable enough, but Ms.
she passed on both her speed and Turtle, with Jimmy Morrill driving,
grit. Dawn Racer, her first foal, a has already earned a Massachusetts
Nevele Pilot, has hidden speed. She Stakes win, and with the heart of the
was rarely catch driven but insiders season to come may add conwere quick to see speed was siderablytohercard.
available when needed. Indeed her Taken in total, with one foal by
2:04.1 mark is not taken lightly in Nevele pilot, and two by American
Maine where such trips are reserved Shadow added to this trotting
to the best horses on the grounds.
daughter of Egyptian Ace, Ta Racer
Ta Racer was next stepped up to is a confirmed producer. Her
American Shadow, a stallion who credentials may earn a shot at a top
helped each of his mares, and has sire, and with some luck her gritty
more than his share of new England blood fused with the early speed of
2:00 credits from mares not con- modern sires may produce a colt,
sidered worthy enough for the ex- not merely of New England class,
pensive courts at the blue chip but capable of challenging for top
farms.
stakes.
From these breedings Ta Racer Pastures in the major farms are
produced New England class per- filled with black type mares who
formers Speedy Turtle and Myrtle command six figure interest in the
Turtle, the latter a multiple yearling sales, but when money is
Massachusetts
stakes
winner, divided in stakes races the potential
Together they earned more than for success is just as great with an
$50,000, and combined with the late outcross producer which carry the
blooming speed of Dawn Racer put genes of champions even though
Ta Racer on the map.
they may be a generation or two
Next followed a breeding to removed from the surface.
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T rainer/D river Profile

Allred "A p p le s" Thomas

By Robert Lowell
Thirty-five years ago, a young
caretaker accompanied a fledgling
trainer to winter quarters in Aiken,
South Carolina. From those roots in
1948, one of racing's greatest teams
has evolved — Bill Haughton and AI
"Apples" Thomas.
Apples, a school-days nickname,
is today recognized throughout the
sport as a foremost trainer. Apples,
articulate
and
knowledgeable,
doesn't drive anymore because of
what he cites as physical reasons.
Since its inception in the 1940's, the
Haughton stable has developed into
four divisions and Apples trains and
manages the metropolitan division
in New York. As the Haughton
Stable
has
grown,
Thomas'
responsibilities have spiraled up
ward with it.
With the home office located in
New York, Apples doesn't trek South
anymore, but stays North to keep
the fires burning on the home hearth
during the winter months.
Driving his first winner in 1950 at
Yonkers, he has driven some of the
top horses over the years. As a
trainer-manager, Thomas main
tains a steady rein over the day-by
day activities.
One Haughton employee says,
"Apples acts tough, but he's really
softhearted."
Asked if training has significantly
changed over the years, Thomas
replies, "They don't drill them as
they used to."
If a horse was racing on Saturday
night, Thomas would train three
trips Wednesday, but stresses. "It

AI "Apples" Thomas — Top Trainer
depends on the individual." He
added that in preparing a colt for a
race like the Hambletonian he would
train an extra trip because it would
be heat racing.
With the day beginning at 5:45
a.m. and continuing until the last
horse is cooled out and put away, it
takes a good manager at the helm.
On the "Big Apple" Alfred "Apples"
Thomas is the wheel that keeps
things turning for the Haughton
Stable.

FOXBORO RACEWAY
2 — Daily Doubies
11 — Perfectas
8 — Trifectas

The T w in -T rifecta & The Superfecta!
Fali Racing Schedule
Leo Pillsbury, owner of Ta Racer, at the Fryburg Fair with Dawn Racer a quick
daughter of the proiific broodmare.

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

W ANTED

—

Cohs To Train

$18.00 per day.

Dark

Dark

Dark

7:45 P.M.

At LITTLE RIVER FARM — Pinehurst, North Carolina.
Contact: CORDON COREY

c /o Remington, RFD No. 1

Cumberland, Me. 04021

Tel. 207-829-5277

FOR SALE
Bagged Aroostook oats.
Delivered anywhere in Maine lor $144.00 per ton, early orders will be filled first.

Arlo F. McPherson, R.F.D. No. 229, Mars HiU, Me. 04758.
Tel. 207-425-5252 after 8:30 p.m.

Friday Saturday Sunday
7:45 P.M.

7:45 P.M.

7:30 P.M.
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WINDSOR FAIR 1983 — New Track Record

Cheviot and "Friends" after setting an aii time Maine Fair record in 1:58.3 at Windsor Raceway on Labor Day with Bruce Ranger driving for the Webbs.

At The Cate
Maine Harness Racing
Channel
Cable 13

Investment O pportunity
WANTED: A few reliable investors interested in limited partnerships of
Standardbred broodmares, weanlings and yearlings. Maine Stakes racing
and sale of bloodstock ultimate goal. Professional management with ex
perienced personnel. Initial investment $10,000. Need resume.

Time
Tuesday 7:30
Friday 5:30
Friday 7:00
Portland
Cable 4
Call W rite — Editor, Northeast Harness News, Boom Rd., Saco,
Westbrook
Cable 12
Thursday
7:30
Bangor
Cable 12
Maine 04072. Att: PARTNERS LIMITED.
Thursday 7:30
Brunswick
Cable 13
Monday 6:30
Augusta
Cable 3
Call
Presque Isle
Cable
If you want "At The Gate" in your iocai system convince them iocaliy to air the
show. "At The Gate" wiii send one tape a week on a rotating basis to regional
cabie systems. Each system airs the segments according to iocai demand. We are
working to add Westbrook and possibiy Rochester to the growing iist of outiet
stations.
Congratulates
Area
Lewiston

NORTON FARM
The outstanding three year old colt

Personality Profile

Dick Michelson — Announcer

By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI

The show is out front, but without
assistance from upstairs, much of
the excitement would be lost. A
racetrack without an announcer is
like a gossip with laryngitis, it just
isn't so interesting.
Try watching an entire race
without sounds, a qualifier for
example, the mind wanders.
There is room in the cat bird's seat
for only one man at a time. Race
track announcers are an elite corps.
Maine's
track
announcers
moonlight. They cannot support
themselves from racing income
alone. Save Lloyd Johnson at
Scarborough, calling races is an
avocation.
Clayt Smith worked in the 50's
Smith called races throughout
Maine, then graduated to New
England tracks, and officiating.
Smith was around long enough to
usher in the era of Dick Michelson.
He remains sports enthusiast to
the core, Dick, "It's a picture
finish," Michelson sets a relaxed
tone. Using his rich voice he
describes with uncanny accuracy
the events out front. The image was
detailed without damage to ear
drums. Michelson, an intuitive in
dividual, understood racing like few
others after calling the races for
more than a decade.

Valerie s Beano

Michelson's interest in sport Who is a son of the leading money-winning pacing sire in
supercedes the narrow field of
racing. He was a terror on the golf
the 1983 Maine Breeders Stakes
course. Even now gamblers should
be wary. Michelson also was athletic
director at Edward Little high
school in Auburn. More important,
he is aware of the inner workings of
(Romeo Hanover — Paper DoH C.)
sport, and continues to encourage
the development of young stars. He
has an eye to detail, and was the first
and
to note the phenomenal week Glen
Merrill had when his horses erased
two track records at separate fairs.
Michelson also pointed to six con
secutive No. 2 winners one afternoon
at Skowhegan fair. Few details on his record-breaking performance at Bangor Raceway.
escape him.
Michelson is confined to afternoon
He is a son of the farm s top producing trotting sire
fairs now. Between Skowhegan
weeks he works at Topsham and
finishes his schedule calling the
speed miles of Windsor Fair.
With George Hale at Bangor,
Hank Fenno at Lewiston and
(Kimberiy Kid — Aiieen)
Howard Oil at Scarborough the
period of domination by Richard
Michelson is over. But a trip to the
613 Blackstrap Rd.
Loring Norton
fairs offer the added reward of
Michelson calling the miles. It is a
Falmouth, Me.
207-797-4418
return to a different era of racing,
when sport was most important and
the entire event was appreciated, Let us put you in the winners circle - book now for a '87 Stakes winner.
not merely the numbers as posted on
the tote board.

MR. SUFFOLK
Star Of Lov

WATCHFUL
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W.S.U. Research News

ET VIEWS

By SUNNI FREYER
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up process is available:
the Scientists also know that training
seems to have an effect on muscle
anaerobic method.
The steps taken in converting fiber ratios. The number of slowchemical energy into mechanical twitch fibers appears to remain
energy via the anaerobic method are constant despite training, but that's
quite similar to the steps taken in the not the case with the fast-twitch
aerobic process. Oxygen, though, is ones.
not used; the fuel burned is Bayly explained that a third group
primarily glycogen; the muscle of fibers in the muscle mass, an
group,
fibers involved are mainly fast- intermediate fast-twitch
twitch fibers; and the fibers contain combines the staying power of the
a different type of enzyme than that slow-twitch and the rapid, energyproduction qualities of the fastused in the aerobic process.
The anaerobic process, says twitch fibers. "There is some type of
Bayly, produces L*ss ATP from a interchange between the fast-twitch
molecule of glycogen than the and the intermediate fast-twitcht
aerobic process, but it does produce fibers during training," said Bayly.
To answer some of these questions
it faster. Unfortuntely, quick
production methods, while they have about equine muscles, Bayly has
a
muscle
biopsy
their place,
also have their established
drawbacks. The anaerobic method laboratory in cooperation with WSU
may be fast but it's inefficient, and scientist Dr. Philip Gollnick, an
the waste product, lactic acid, internationally known expert on
resulting from the decomposition of exercise physiology.
While the cost of the tests provides
glycogen, tends to build up in the
fibers and inhibit the combustion no profit to WSU, Bayly said that the
process. The end result, Bayly ex lab could provide him a way to
plained, is that with the anaerobic generate data on a large number of
method a horse can run quite fast, horses — a factor critical to his
research.
but only for a short period of time.
Bayly says that one thing probably
But what does this mean in terms
of horse racing? Dr. Bayly ex holding horseowners back is their
plained:
"Let's
say,
verv fear that the biopsy is painful or may
hypothetically, that you are training in some way harm the horse. That's
two horses on a quarter-mile track a valid concern, he said, one that
and one of those horses has muscles needs to be addressed.
The procedure involves
ad
composed of 90 percent fast-twitch
fibers, while the other has only 50 ministering a local anesthetic to the
percent fast-twitch fibers. All things muscle area, making a small in
being equal, the horse with 90 per cision with a scalpel, inserting a
cent fast-twitch fibers will .win specially designed needle into the
because it can produce energy muscle, and taking a little plug of
faster. However, if you increase the muscle tissue. "The animals feel no
distance, the horse with 90 percent discomfort from the procedure,"
fast-twitch will probably peter out Gayly said.
"F or the last 100 years, there's
before the other horse, because the
latter horse has a better developed been essentially no change in
training programs for horses. We'd
aerobic-energy-producing
like to know not only what happens
capacity."
Horseowners don't have many with the recruitment of fibers in the
options when it comes to equipping muscles during different training
their charges with the right type of programs, but also what type of
muscle equipment. But it is slowly training program gives the horbecoming apparent to scientists that seowner the results desired. Nobody
it is not a case of no options — sur knows what the comparative effects
prisingly enough.
of different training programs are,"
"The ratio of fast-twitch to slow- Bayly said.
twitch fibers seems to be deter "Funding is the biggest item holding
research,
holding
back
mined by heredity," said Bayly. back
"However, while we assume that progress."
Bayly noted that studies on the
fiber ratio is genetically related, we
do not know the extent to which it is three theories surrounding the
inherited ... what the correlation is decrease in oxygen in the bood of
between the muscle fiber types in fast-moving horses is at a standstill
the mare and sire and the fiber types now at WSU because of a lack of
money, primarily for equipment.
in the foal."

Sitting cross-legged beside the enough oxygen from their lungs into
white fence circling Playfair Race their bloostream.
Course, a friend dangled a needle on Why is there less oxygen in the
a long piece of thread above theblood?N ooneknows. Bayly, though,
racing program in his lap. "Now has three theories — all of which
watch this," he said. The needle sound quite plausible, but which are
blurred as it twirled in a circle over based solely on observation
the program. "That's it! That's the "It could be," saidBayly, "that all
horse I'm going to bet on !" he said, the oxygen in the alveoli doesn't
as the needle slowed and settled to have enough time to jump from that
rest atop the name of one of the air sac to the red blood cells." With
contenders.
increased exercise, the heart beats
I chuckled and thought about the faster, and blood flow accelerates,
two-year-old I was laying my money Perhaps the blood flow reaches a
on. Her conformation was good; she point where it's speeding by the
had spunk; she was of a winning oxygen so fast that some of the
dam and sire; and she was being molecules poised for the jump just
ridden by my favorite jockey. Stats don't make it.
— that's what you need to pick
Another conjecture is that a horse
winners. You can't choose them by running flat out breathes so rapidly
dangling a needle over their names, that in the middle of exhaling carbon
That friend of mine was just plain dioxide, it draws in another breath
silly.
of oxygen. "The horse may be
We both lost. My method for rebreathing some of the waste
selecting a winner was certainly a products, it was attempting to
couple of steps ahead of my friend's exhale," explained Bayly.
divining rod. But at the time, I'd
The oxygen content of the blood
failed to see that I was betting on a might also be decreased if some of
racing machine by assuring that it the red blood cells don't come near
had a quality manufacturer and a the alveoli. When the blood flows to
good-looking exterior. I had kicked the lungs to be oxygenated and then
the tires, but hadn't thought about back to the heart to be pumped
what lay under the hood.
through the body, the blood travels
A horse's conformation, paren- on a complicated network of vessels
tage, spirit and jockey are all im- that get progresively smaller or
portant ingredients in the making of larger.
a winner. But beneath the rippling
Bayly says that shortcuts through
flesh of a galloping horse is a this sytem are possible. "The
biological power plant that can nonoxygenated blood would then
either enhance those ingredients or dilute aerated blood, and it would
reduce
them
to flashy,
yet appear that overall oxygen content
nonessential, accessories.
of the blood is lower."
When turned on, this power plant
All the oxygen in the world,
transforms fuel stored in the body though, won't make a difference in
into mechanical energy, much like the galloping horse if its power plant
gas in the tank of an automobile is- is not equipped with the right or the
eventually converted into the for- best parts — much like souped-up
ward or backward movement of the car won't reach its maximum racing
car.
speed if it's equipped with weak
Oxygen is the principal catalyst axles or bald tires,
for this conversion. Once inhaled, it
In the horse, a critical part is the
travels
through
an
intricate muscles, the site for combustion, the
plumbing system: down the wind site where chemical energy is
pipe and into two branches of the converted into mechanical energy.
How this occurs is an interesting
windpipe, each entering a lung,
where the branches divide and phenomenon. Red blood cells rush
subdivide into a network of coun oxygen to the muscles, comprised of
tless, minute tubes. The smallest millions of microscopic fibers which
tubes, bronchioles, enter small air house enzymes used to facilitate the
sacs, known as alveoli, which are in combustion of the horse's gasoline
close contact with blood capillaries, equivalent, glycogen and free-fatty
It's here that the movement of acids. A chemical reaction occurs —
oxygen into the blood stream takes involving the oxygen, the fuel, and
place. Oxygen molecules in the the enzymes — , a chemical called
alveoli diffuse through the alveolar ATP is produced which causes the
lining and hitch a ride on red bipod muscle fibers to twitch. It is this
cells rushing by in the blood strea'm. twitching of many fibers together
While it's only a narrow jump, the that causes the muscles to contract
speed of the blood flow means that or flex, which, in turn, causes
the oxygen molecules have only a the legs to move.
couple hundredths of a second to
Scientists call this process for
move from the alveoli to the red manufacturing mechanical energy
blood cells.
an aerobic process as it requires
Once that maneuver is completed, oxygen to cccur. It's a very efficient
the disk-like red blood cells carry process,
producing
mechanical
much of the oxygen to the muscles energy for long periods of time and
where it's needed for energy primarily involving muscie fibers
production. Theoretically, the more that jerk slowly — hence their name,
oxygen delivered to the muscles, the slow-twitch fibers."
more energy produced, and the
The aerobic process works fine for
faster a horse runs.
the horse trotting down a lane at a
An
Australian-born
WSU comfortable speed, but if the rider
<i *
veterinary scientist, Dr. Warwick prods the trotting horse into a fast
Bayly, says it appears that many gallop, suddenly the body is required The first step in performing a muscle biopsy is anesthetization of the area after
horses may be limited in their to produce energy at a rate faster prepping, then the biopsy needie is inserted and tissue is removed.
ability to run because they can't get than it can do it aerobically. A back-
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PEERLESS PATSY

MAINE STANDARDBREi
WIND
For the second week in succession
the three year old pacing divisions of
the Maine stakes were swept by a
son and daughter of Mr. Suffolk.
That son of Romeo Hanover was a
top New York Sires Stakes winner a
decade ago. Since then he has been
well patronized in Maine, but this
year is his best yet. Valerie's Beano
(Mr.
Suffolk-Meadow
Valerie)
roared past the field for Dave
Ingraham and covered the final half
in 1:00.4 for a 2:02.4 score. The next
day Suffolk Lark (Mr. Suffolk-Sirrah
Jay) moved past the half and ex
tended her lead down the stretch.
Driver Loring Norton inches ever
nearer his 1,000th win.
Speed also emerged from the
three year old colts. After chasing
Gaelic Blazon (Nevele Pilot-Betty
Byrd) all summer Trusty Blaze
(Trusty Dream-Ardina Sterling)
finally broke loose. He negotiated

MICHELLE'S IMAGE

Maine Stake
TWO-YEAR OLD WINNERS
SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
TWO YEAR OLD FILLIES $3,294
AUGUST 25 Time 2:10.2
1. Bonney Eagle (Skipper KnoxMerrie Pace).............C. Carter 2.
Peter's Pretty Girl 3. Greenie D.
Joelle 4. Say Louise 5. R om ie's Tuffy

(Owner-Roosevelt Susi)
TWO YEAR OLD COLTS $3,306
AUGUST 24 Time 2:07.2
1. Pacealong Bert (Ammo HanoverHurricane N ) . . . . J. Nason 2. Gaelic
Blazon 3. Trusty Blaze 4. Trusty Shy
Guy 5. Race Me Hot Dog (OwnerArthur Nason)

SAY LOUSE

TWO YEAR OLD TROT $2,228
AUGUST 24 Time 2:24.4
1. Knotch Hill Skipper (Skipper HillApril Colden)........D. Gray 2. Bobby
C's Boy 3. Jim's Choice 4. Boat
Captain 5. Hanbro Special OwnerRobert Knox Sr.)
THREE-YEAR-OLD WINNERS
SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
THREE YEAR OLD FILLIES $4,761
AUGUST 26 Time 2:05
1. Suffolk Lark (Mr. Suffolk-Sirrah
J a y ) .......... L. Norton 2. Michelle's
Image 3. Race Me Dreamboat 4.
Mac's Miss Ammo 5. Race Me
Michele (Owner-Kenneth Sternin,
Samuel Stahlman and Harold
Newman)
THREE YEAR OLD COLTS $3,166
AUGUST 26 Time 2:04.0
1. Valerie's Beano (Mr. SuffolkMeadow V alerie)........ F. Parker 2.
Maine Mariner 3. Unstable Sean 4.
Feisty Fella 5. Westbridge Tony
(Owner-George T. Robinson)
THREE YEAR OLD TROT $4,058
AUGUST 25 Time 2:09.2
1. T.W. Happiness (Two DemandMattuta)___ C. Emerson 2. Knotch
Hill Kevin 3. Studley's Dream 4.
Hickory Doc 5. Keystone Curly
(Owner-Jean Emerson, Alberta
Emerson and Cora Bouchard)

Northeast Harness News

D BREEDERS STAKES
)SOR

GAELIC BLAZON

Windsor Fair's track in 2:05.0 for
Maine's hottest young driver Gary
Mosher. Pacealong Bert (Ammo
Hanover-Hurricane N) and Gaelic
Blazon (Nevele Pilot-Betty Byrd)
followed him home.
After a week layoff Jody Overlook
(Pastime Fatman-Tiny Widow)
returned to stakes action. She ex
tended her Maine streak to four for
veteran teamster Chet Carter.
Meanwhile T.W. Happiness (Two
Demand-Mattuta) passed the $15,000
plateau and extended his win streak
to seven against the three year old
trotters, while Knotch Hill Skipper
(Skipper Hill-April Colden) earned
his third consecutive win against the
juvenile trotters. He is a son of
Skipper Hill and the third two year
old trot winner from April Colden.
After a three week haitus stakes
racing moves to Farmington Fair.

VALERIE'S BEANO

:s Report
TWO YEAR OLD WINNERS
WINDSOR FAIR
TWO YEAR OLD FILLIES $2,044
SEPTEMBER 1 Time 2:07.2
1. Jody Overlook (Pastime FatmanTiny Widow) .......... C. Carter; 2.
Say Louise 3. Peter's Pretty Girl 4.
Mary's Pilot 5. Romie's Tuffy
(Owner-Clyde Crane)
TWO YEAR OLD COLTS $2,556
AUGUST 30 Time 2:05.0
1. Trusty Blaze (Trusty DreamArdina Sterling).......... G. Mosher;
2. Pacealong Bert 3. Gaelic Blazon 4.
I'm Rainy Night 5. Trusty Shy Guy
(Owner-Robert Cain and Gerald
Smith)
TWO YEAR OLD TROT $2,103
AUGUST 30 Time 2:19.4
1. Knotch Hill Skipper (Skipper HillApril Colden).......... D. Gray 2.
Carolyn Marie 3. Jim's Choice 4.
Ammo's Pride 5. Bobby C's Boy
(Owner-Robert Knox Sr.)
THREE YEAR OLD WINNERS
WINDSOR FAIR
THREE YEAR OLD FILLIES $3,271
SEPTEMBER 2 Time 2:05
1. Suffolk Lark (Mr. Suffolk-Sirrah
Jay).......... L. Norton 2. Mac's Miss
Ammo 3. Race Me Dreamboat 4.
SuLinda 5. Raw Satin (OwnerKenneth Sternin, Samuel Stahlman
and Harold Newman)
THREE YEAR OLD COLTS $2,666
SEPTEMBER 1 Time 2:02.4
1. Valerie's Beano (Mr. SuffolkMeadow Valerie).......... F. Parker 2.
Maine Mariner 3. Unstable Sean 4.
Our Little Ace (Owner-George T.
Robinson)
THREE YEAR OLD TROT $2,903
SEPTEMBER 1 Time 2:06.2
1. T.W. Happiness (Two DemandMattuta).......... C.
Emerson
2.
Keystone Curly 3. Studley's Dream
4. Hickory Doc 5. Greenacres Duke
(Owner-Jean Emerson, Alberta
Emerson and Cora Bouchard)
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108th Annual

ROCHESTER FAIR
1983 Harness Racing Schedule
Septem ber 15th Thru Septem ber 25th
Thursday, Sept. 15 — PREVIEW NIGHT — 7:45 P.M. Post
New England Sire Stakes — Two-Year-Old Races
Friday, Sept. 16 WWNH-FM97 DAY 7:45 P.M. Post
New England Sire Stakes — Three-Year-Old Races
Saturday, Sept. 17 — 4H DAY — (Double Card)
1:30 P.M. Post and 7:45 P.M. Post
Sunday, Sept. 18 — (No Racing) 1:00 P.M. — 21st ANNUAL
ROCHESTER FAIR PARADE
Monday, Sept. 19 - SENIOR CITIZENS AND CHILDREN S DAY
7:45 P.M. Post
Tuesday, Sept. 20 - LADIES DAY 7:45 P.M. Post
New Hampshire Sire Stakes and Ladies
Championship Driving Race
Wednesday, Sept. 21 — FAMILY DAY — 7:45 P.M. Post
New Hamshire Sire Stakes and the
Father and Son Driving Contest
Thursday, Sept. 22 - VARIETY DAY - 7:45 P.M. Post
"The Buddy Reed Memorial"
Friday, Sept. 23 - FUTURE FARMERS DAY 7:45 P.M. Post
Saturday, Sept. 24 — YOUNG AMERICA DAY
(Double Card) 1:30 P.M. Post and 7:45 P.M. Post
Sunday, Sept. 25 LITTLE MISS ROCHESTER
FAIR PAGEANT AND DEMOLITION DAY
12:00 Noon — THIRD ANNUAL STANDARDBRED
(No Racing) HORSE SHOW

"IFTiere Horsemen /4re Considered Number O ne"
1983 OFFICIALS
Genera! Manager - E. Laurence Osgood
Race Secretary - Daniel R. Septelka
Asst. Sec. & Paddock Judge - Joe Lavoie

Announcer - Ralph Fenno Jr.
Starter - Roger Smith
Clerk of Course - Dorothy Osgood
Program Director - Colleen Rohrer

Presiding Judge -! Chuck Bamford
Associate Judge - Mindy Fitzgerald

Asst. Program Director - Joe Morris
Promotional Directors- Bob and Jean Ferland
Mutuel Manager - Jim Finley

State Steward - Ed Kerrigan
Director of Racing - Frank H. Osgood

Be sure to visit the famous ROCHESTER FAIR "HALL OF FAME" featuring the Ferland

miniature silks,

over 1,500 old photos, harness racing books, magazines and old prints.
You are welcome to Come and browse at your leisure!
Fourth Annual

New Ham pshire
Standardbred Breeders and Owners A ssociation

STANDARDBRED HORSE SHOW
"O pen T . AH"
A Variety of Eight Classes
Make Entries To: Bob Ferland - Promotional] D irector
__________________________________ Cash Awards - Ribbons - Trophies

I

M

t
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Hinsdale Finale
Track officials reported that
figures just in on the summer harness race meeting show substantial
increases over 1982. The track's
silver anniversary season drew
68,206 fans over 52 days. This
represents an increase of 7 percent
from 1982.
The
total-doilars
wagered,
$4,421,316 jumped 9.4 percent from
the handle total in 1982. The N.H.
track credits a general improvement in the numbers and
quality of horses racing at the
facility along with an aggressive
marketing and promotional campaign as the chief reasons for the
upward trend in handle and at-

tendance,
Track Asst. General Manager
Richard Johnson remarked that
management was quite pleased with
the 1983 numbers, "We were very
happy with the harness meet in
creases, the racing this year was
very competitive and the fans got to
see some outstanding your young
horses in stakes programs this
summer." Johnson added that the
tracks promotional events that
centered around a 25th anniversary
theme were quite popular with
patrons. The weather was also good
all season. Hinsdale resumes
greyhound racing on Friday, August
19th.

Lefebvre Wins Hinsdale Dash T ide
Hinsdale's final day of harness
racing proved to be very successful
with over 1882 fans attending and the
top driver competition was finally
decided with Bob Lefebvre edging
Larry Garwood by two wins.
However, Garwood ended the
Hinsdaie season with top honors as
the leading trainer.
The battle over who would reign as
Hinsdale's winningest driver had
created additional excitement to the
closing weekend. Six drivers were
within four wins of each other with
only two days of racing left. In ad
dition to the already mentioned,
Tom McNamara, Bob Cross, Bob
Naginewicz and Don Guidette, Jr.

were all within striking distance of
the coveted driver's award.
During Saturday night's per
formance Garwood had taken a one
win advantage over the veteran
Lefebvre, but the two ended
deadlocked at 31 seasonal wins by
the end of the night.
Lefebvre finally settled the duel on
Sunday by driving two winners,
Forever Collins and Real Promise
while Garwood failed to make it to
the winner's circle.
Larry Garwood captured the
training title and Don Guidette, Jr.
was the winner in the UDRS
category for the Hinsdale harness
meet.

Out O f The Past
By BOB LOWELL
End of an era...That's the con
clusive sentiments of the New
England harness community when it
was announced that Mary Phalen
had succumbed August 8th in
Exeter, N.H.
Mrs. Phalen, widow of James
Phalen who died in 1947, was the
matron of one of racing's most
widely-known
and
respected
families. Her son George of Long
Island, N.Y., is a premier driver
who has driven five world cham
pions. Another son, Rodney Phalen
is a former driver who now resides
in Florida. Grandson Jim Phalen,
George's son, is racing at Yonkers.
The mother of four daughters, two
are currently involved in racing.
Mrs. Leroy (Leona) Batchelder has
been a well-known racing official in
Maine and is racing a stable with her
husband Roy.
Another daughter Audrey Davis is
currently program director at
Pocono Downs. Until his untimely
death several years ago, Audrey
was married to Grand Circuit
horseman Dana Cameron. Their
daughter Judy Cameron is now
presiding judge at Pocono.
Mrs. Phalen was also survived by
two other daughters, Mrs. Irene
Grochmal of Durham, N.H. and
Mrs. Janet Doherty of Exeter.
Jim and Mary Phalen immigrated
here from Nova Scotia in 1919 sur
viving a harrowing encounter with
North Atlantic waters. The Phalens
had been racing at Trure, N.S., and
were literally shipping to the states.
Due to an accident, the passengers
were forced to abandon ship and
were afloat on life rafts.
Leona recalls her father com
menting years later, "There is no
reason horses can't swim; mine
swam for two days." Leona
remembers that her dad suffered a
heart attack at Old Orchard and had
spent two months in the hospital at
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Rockingham Park Update
New Hampshire's Rockingham
Park race track has been sold to
Rockingham Venture for $12.5
million.
The new owners announced the
sale and said the burned-out race
track in Salem could be refurbished
and ready to open for day and night
thoroughbred racing by next May.
Rockingham
Venture,
whose
members include former CIA spy
director Max Hugel and owners of
the Yankee Greyhound Race Track
in Seabrook, completed the deal by
paying the New Hampshire Jockey
Club the $11.5 million it owed on its
option to buy the track.
The jockey club had operated the
track for 45 years before fire
destroyed the grandstand in July
1980. It was built in 1906 as a rival to
the Saratoga, N.Y., race track and
renovated in 1933.
Rockingham Venture said it is
working out details of a $25 million
tax exempt bond sale to raise money
to rebuild the grandstand and
modernize the clubhouse. Hugel said
the group already has Industrial
Development Authority approval.
Stephens Inc. of Little Rock, Ark., is
to handle the bond sale.
Hugel said the group plans to put a
hotel, businesses, and possibly a
convention center on the 260-acre
property. But the group said no
formal negotiations are currently in
progress to build more than the
racing facilities.
Before the fire, the park paid
about $5 million a year in taxes to

the state. The group said one in
centive to buy the track was the
Legislature's lowering of the state's
share of betting. The state used to
collect 3 percent on win, place and
show bets and 5 percent on other
bets, but reduced its share to 1
percent on win place ad show and 2
percent on others, the owners said.
Other groups have brought options
to buy the track, but failed to
complete the deals. Delaware North
Companies
Inc.,
a
sports
congomerate that planned to rebuild
the park with an arena to house the
Boston Bruins hockey team, paid
$350,000 for an option to buy the
track in 1981. That deal fell through
when Delaware North couldn't get
certain tax and bonding concessions
from the state.
A partnership of the Hinsdale
Raceway in Hinsdale and a
Massachusetts realtor later paid the
jockey club $450,000 for an option,
but that deal also failed to
materialize.
Hugel owns 40 percent of the track
and the other three partners own 20
percent each. The other principals
are Thomas and Joseph Carney and
Edward Keelan, all owners of the
Seabrook dog track and several race
tracks in Connecticut.
The group said construction on the
track will begin shortly and continue
through the winter. When finished,
the track is expected to employ 200
full-time people. An estimated 300
people associated with concessions
will also work at the park.

LEG WRAPS WITH POCKET
'Patent Pending

Can Also Be Used As Brace Bandages
Mary Phalen
Lewiston. He asked to be released to
see his sons drive at Rochester Fair
and they both were in the same race.
Ironically, Jim passed away the
following day.
The Phalens, who resided in
Newmarket, N.H. after moving
there in 1926 from Haverhiil,
Massachusetts, raced extensively in
New England and upper New York
state. Until recently, Jim held the
track trotting mark at Fryeburg
Fair with Iosola's McElwyn. The
last stable Jim had campaigned
included: Sonny at Law, Dickalena,
Nesco Hanover, Try Sail and Jenny
Hanover.
Jim, one of the most astute of
racing's old guard, was a native of
Trure and born of Celtic extraction
the son of a blacksmith named
George. Mary was born in Scotland
moving with her family to Nova
Scotia in 1914. In recent years, she
made annual pilgrimages to her
homeland.
The Phalen family, migrating
from the Maritimes, after landing on
the New England coast grew and
prospered here with 25 grand
children, 21 great grandchildren,
and
three
great-great
grandchildren.
While with Jim and Mary on a
distant shore now, it is indeed the
end of an era. But they leave behind
a legacy rich in harness heritage.
Their memory is anchored deep
here and that's the way it is in the
Northeast.

Star Leg W raps
* Proper Length And Stretch

* Self Pocket For Easy Storage

* Machine Wash And Dry

* Quality Knitted Elastic Fabric

* Velcro Closures

* Order Direct And Save

Please check if you do not want pocket —

Red

Blue

Green

Total Sets

Please Enclose Check Total Delivered Price:

Total Price

$9.75 Set

"Servtng special needs o//torsenten."

Star Specialty Knitting Co.
Box 66 Franklin, N.H. 03235
Tel. 603-934-6551
(Order direct front manufacturer and save)
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Mass Sire Stakes

Report From Sharlu, Marshfield & Spencer

By K.C. JOHNSON

'

Mass.
Sires'
Stakes
action Sharlu and then in 2:15 at Spencer, won two in a row, scoring at Mar times fairly easily. The second of the
traveled to all parts of the state Her Spencer mile was the fastest shfield in 2:11 and then coming right split divisions has been less stable,
during late summer, with events at mile trotted in any division thus far back to win in a lifetime best of with Crane Hill Italia and Vance
Sharlu Farms in Leverett on August this summer at the fairs. The other 2:10.3 at Spencer. Catamount Do Boyd winning at Sharlu, then Farbro
14 then Marshfield on August 28, two-year-old trotter which won Dah was a winner at Sharlu in 2:11.1, Knoxet at Marshfield (in a lifetime
and the Spencer Fair on September during August was Crane Hill and then compiled seconds at best of 2:17.3), and then L.P. Pomp
2 The tracks were fast, as the track James, who won in 2:23 when the Marshfield, losing by just a nose at at Spencer (in a seasonal best of
records at both Sharlu and Spencer divisions were split at Sharlu, Spencer. Sharp Lee Music won that 2:19.4). The earnings leader is, of
were equaled.
Naida's Angel tops the two-year-old race, and also recorded a second at course, Nina's Girl. In the battle for
The
three-year-old
trotting trotters in earnings, with $8,201 Sharlu. Feature Star (Fancy Star- second, Rock Maple Jan Jan leads
Slinky) won in a lightning 2:08.3 at Crane Hill Italia by over $1,700 and
division, which had thus far been earned.
dominated by Crane Hill Ilisa and The two-year-old pacing filly Sharlu, and also won at Marshfield, L.P. Pomp by almost $2,000.
Andrei Guidette, was controlled by division has been competitive all while finishing a strong third at
The three-year-old colt division
Bay Ruby (Bonnie Time Boy — year. Wynn's Mable By (Suit Coat- Spencer. The earnings race con has been without a standout since
Justly Heiress) and Jim Elliott. She Wynn's Bonnie May) and Dan tinues to be very close, with Feature Farbro Monty withdrew after the
won all three late summer events, Tuccillo, Sr., recovered from a Star ($4,912) leading, followed by early Foxboro legs due to lameless
taking a lifetime best of 2:20 at break to win in 2:17 at Sharlu and M.B. Star ($4,685), Catamount Do problems. It appeared as if Circle's
Sharlu, winning at Marshfield when then set a track record for two-year- Dah ($4,318), and Sharp Lee Music Irvin (Nehru-Ivi) and Ken Our had
Crane Hill Ilisa jumped twice, and old pacers by scoring in 2:09.4 at ($4,005).
filled the void. This duo won at
then drawing away to win by five Spencer. Roman Maud also won in
The three-year-old filly division Sharlu in an impressive 2:08.2 and
lengths in a wire-to-wire effort at the other two-year-old filly division, lost a good deal of its glamour when then came back to win at Mar
Spencer in 2:20. The Leda Drouin- winning easily at Marshfield and the owners of Nina's Girl (over shfield. However, at Spencer, Last
owned filly has now earned $6,804 in then getting up in 2:13 at Spencer. $30,000 earned in the 1983 stakes) of Mick (Bonnie Time Boy-Demon
1983
Another winner was Crane Hill decided to forego any further fair Lady), being catch-driven by Hugh
In the two-year-old trot division, Jamy, who won for Andrei Guidette circuit appearances due to fear of Provost, equaled Spencer's track
Naida's Angel (Roman Key-Evil in 2:11.1 at Sharlu. The money race
record (also held by Rock Maple
Step Mother) has risen to the top, is tight, with Wynn's Mable By's injury. This occurred after she Ree Ree) by winning in 2:09 over a
winning her last three races in a $4,487 in earnings leading Roman jumped and finished fourth at fast-closing Sharp Lee Max.
row. This filly comes from the same Maud's $4,242 by less than 250 Sharlu. This race was won by Rock
The Mass. Sires' Stakes fair cir
Maple Jan Jan and Hugh Provost, cuit closes at Greenfield on Sep
stable which raced such notables as dollars.
Naida's Doll and Naida's Princess Several colts and geldings have who paced the last half in 1:02 to tember 12, and then the action shifts
in the Mass. Sires' Stakes in past shown good speed thus far this year, equal Farbo Mike's 2:07 track to Foxboro for the two final
years. She has consistently lowered M.B.'s Star (Kar Hanover-Friday record. Rock Maple Jan Jan also preliminary legs and the series
her lifetime mark, winning in 2:16 atStar) and Marcel Boisse have now won at Marshfield and Spencer, both "'"ais on October 6 and 7.

New England Sire Stakes
At Foxboro

By RICK MILLER

The racing strip was dulled by rain
as five fillies went to post in the first
division of a $3,860 New England
Sire Stakes event for freshman
trotters at Foxboro Raceway on
Thursday evening, August 18. In this
one it was Naida and Fran Gay's
Naida's Angel (Roman Key-Evil
Stepmother) with the most trot. Bob
Cross had the Mass-bred Miss on top
nearing the half and from there on it
was smooth sailing to the wire in
2:11 4/5. Gotta Go Mac checked in
second while Ms. Turtle took show.
Dede's Blitzey (Blitzen-Dealer's
Didi) won his third in six outings
rather handily, with a 2:17 1/5
clocking in the colt division. Armas
Kainer's New Hampshire-bred was
the recipient of a nice drive by Ed
Gilman. Riv-Lea Titan edged Crane
Hill John for place.
Two divisions were also required for
the $10,080 Two-year-old pace. The
filly division was won by Jumpin
Judo (Coral Ridge-Lucky Girl). Tom
McNamara sent the Peter and Jean
Hickory Doc owned by Phyiiis Hodgkins wins the three year old trot at Foxboro for Larry MacDoneii in 2:11.1
Burling owned lass quickly to the
front where* she stayed all the way.
in the New England Sire Stakes.
The 2:06 1/5 mile was the fourth win
for the New Hampshire-bred. Miss Larry MacDoneii drove the MaineDeja Vu was second the entire trip bred gelding for owner Phyllis
Hodgkins. Finishing second and
with Wynn's Mabel By third.
N otice!
third, respectively, were Cleggan
and
Mr.
Exeter.
CARE TO OPERATE A STAKE PROGRAM?
Barrie ^nd Roger Farrar's MassExecutive Secretary Needed
bred American Shadow colt, Farbro
There were ten entered for the
Diamond, improved his record to
three wins in four starts with a $10,980 sophomore pace. One of the Our present Executive Secretary, Rick Miiier, has resigned effective January 1,
come-from-behind score in 2:03 4/5. few fillies in the bulky field provided 1984. As a resuit we are in need of someone to take over the reins and run the New
Bruce Ranger had Farbro Diamond quite an upset and made her Engiand Suiky Championships.
in high gear in the stretch to put backers happy with a $20,000 win
away Mr. R.F.D. Mac (place) and payoff. Bob Miikey's True Facts This is a part-time job administering a regional stake program encompassing the
(Salluck-Little Truax) thumbed her states of Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Vermont.
J.S. Ridge (show).
nose at the boys with a good stretch
A $3,780 three-year-oid trot was kick to freeze the timer at 2:01. Ed If interested, piease send your resume. Interviews wiii be heid in eariy November.
first on the agenda on Friday Gilman was the chauffeur as the
evening, August 19. There were only New Hampshire-bred gained her
NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIPS
four entries so Hickory Doc (Bet third win and boosted earnings to
27 Gina Drive
tor's Choice-Mary Ida) had no nearly $10,000. A.V.'s Butler (place)
Rochester, N.H. 03867
traffic problems in gaining even and Swanzey Flip (show) were next
numbers one in four lifetime starts. best.
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Harness Racing Artist Supreme

Phil Berkeley

By K.C. JOHNSON
Certainly New England's most painted. He painted T.V. Yankee one
famous
harness racing
artist of the pre-race favorites in the
currently,
Phil Berkeley
of Hambletonian), Cold Comfort, and
Swampscott,
Mass.
has the fast pacer Trenton Time for
distinguished himself in a field Hall-of-Fame driver Billy Hanghton.
which he started as only a hobby He paint ' the former horse-of-theyear, ^ l Hanover, for Glen
some fifteen years ago.
Berkeley is a retired former- Guernsey . He is one of Charlie Arm
employee of General Electric, for strong's (of Canada'sArmstrong
regular
customers,
which he worked for twenty-seven Brothers)
years. He began at General Electric having painted Delmegan, Armbro
as an illustrator, but soon worked his Blush, and Dream of Glory, among
way up the ladder to manager of the others. He does a painting every
Art Department at his plant. Around year for The Red Mile, which he
fifteen years ago, he and his wife donates to the track. Berkeley also
went to Foxboro to watch the races. has paintings in the Hall of Fame of
Soon after, he began painting the Trotter in Goshen, New York.
This current commission was
standardbreds.
Berkeley, a graduate of the Mass. provided by Jack Baugh, president
School of Arts, quickly made an of Almahurst Farms. He is painting
impression in his new field. He each of the twenty Grand Circuit
entered paintings in the Harness tracks, having completed twelve
Tracks of America Art Show at The already.
Berkeley now does not spend
Red Mile in Lexington. In 1979, a
painting of his won a prize for being much time at his Swampscott home,
the best in the show. Besides but rather travels around the
receiving the $1,000 first prize country to various tracks. He is a
money, Berkeley received $4,200 for regular patron every year at
his painting at the auction following Saratoga Raceway and Vernon
the show. His new career was now in Downs in New York. He also goes to
the Red Mile's Grand Circuit meet
full swing.
After receiving this recognition, every year. This year, as well, he is
Berkeley began doing his paintings going to the Little Brown Jug at the
for commission. He has painted Delaware (Ohio) Fair.
Thus, whether you see Phil
many famous horses. For Elsie
Berger, Berkeley painted Niatross, Berkeley painting at his Swampscott
Niagra Dream (Niatross' dam), and home or at any of the various Grand
Roserium and Ellatross (Niatross' Circuit tracks, you will know that
full-sisters). These are not the only one of harness racing's premiere
well-known horses that Berkeley has artists in action.

N.E.H.W.A. Award W inner
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James R. Hogan

By JACK GINNETTI
Veteran harness driver-trainer most conscientious horseman in the
James R. Hogan of Marlboro, Mass, business."
Hogan's first pari-mutuel win was
is the 1983 inductee to the New
England Harness Writer's Hall of at Lewiston Raceway in Maine in
1947 driving Lindy's Ace to victory.
Fame.
Hogan, who for 45 years has That was the same year he decided
combined complete dedication to the to race on a full-time basis at Fox
sport with strong family par boro. Prior to that, Jim trained
ticipation, will be honored at the horses for such local residents as the
writer's 19th annual awards banquet Downey brothers, Carl Rowe, Herb
Oct. 5 at 7:30 p.m. at Foxboro Brigham and Tony Braica. Hogan's
theory on horses is simple. Keep a
Raceway.
He joins such other past Hall of stable as big as you can handle.
Famers such as Allan J. Wilson That's why Jim always stabled
(1962), Ed Keller (1963), Howard between five to 10 horses.
Hogan attributes much of his
Britt (1966), Tom Shehan (1973), AI
Thomas (1975), Norman Woolworth success down through the years to
(1980) and Bucky Day and Frank the help he's received from his wife,
Marge, and his five children. Marge
Trott(1982)
Jim's racing career began in 1938 and Kathy help dad with the
when he trained a couple of horses rigorous chores around the barn and
for an uncle. His first sulky drive training track area, while Jim works
came a short time later when he for his brother, Jack, Foxboro's
drove Oakhurst Queen to victory at perennial dash champion, and one of
the Spencer Fair.
the country's best. The Hogans other
About the time Foxboro opened in two daughters are Mary Lou Quealy
1946 the Marlboro native who mixed and Carol LaFleur.
While Claude Lybrook is a favorite
carpentry with training and driving
horses, began to devote full-time to of the Hogans, there's been plenty of
Justonuff,
Shadedale
the sport from his Berlin Road farm. others.
Jim, who at 64 still drives at all the Feather, Little Piper, and more
New England harness tracks and recently Stayiia G.B.
Jim's determination on the race
fairs, is one of the few horsemen who
track was never more pronounced
never missed a Foxboro meeting.
Known perhaps as "Mr. Con than back in 1979 after Jack was
sistency" on the circuit, Hogan has struck down by hepatitis. With Jack
had his share of nice horses, but his going for another driving title, his
favorite was Claude Lybrook, a dad kept his stable intact and filled
trotter who raced some years ago in admirably until Jack got back on
and reached the winners circle his feet.
Still shy and wiry, the likeable 1937
frequently.
Hogan's boyhood and life long graduate of Marlboro High School
friend, Jimmy Hutch, who teamed sums up his accomplishments
horses for 25 years perhaps simply: "If I had all the money I
describes Hogan best: "H e's the needed, this is exactly what I'd do."

New Breeding & Training Facility
Young Meadow Farm
Young Meadow Farm owned by prime farm land. To be included in
William
and
Mary
Young, the operation is a 5/8 mile stonedust
newcomers to the Standardbred all weather training facility, a most
scene, will venture into the breeding probable site to be included in future
business in 1984 with their recently Mass. Sire Stakes racing programs.
The farm is also anticipating the
purchased stallion, Charo's Skipper.
This impressive three year old with purchase of a premier trotting
a record of 1:55.2 is a son of Meadow stallion to round out their breeding
Skipper p.3, 1:55.1 out of the Best Of program.
All mare, Charo p.3, 1:57.1. This Heading up this new venture is the
stallion, who will be retired sound in capable, experienced Ernie Houle of
Mass.
This
well
1984, will be registered for the Mass, Montague*
and New England stakes programs. respected New England horseman is
Young Meadow Farm, located one of the top drivers in the area and
Phi! Berkeley and Dr. Gien Brown, owner of Fan Hanover, at the opening of the across from the University of Mass, has always been a firm believer in
football stadium, sets on 190 acres of the future of breeding and racing.
Saratoga Hai! of Fame.
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mortneast Harness mews

Featuring Yearlings Of 1983
P A C E R S ;

P L O T T E R S ;

Pennls Miss, bay /Illy 1 /1 6/3 2
Isf crop o f 3ef Polnf, (p. 3, 1.33.1m # 3 3 3 ,3 1 /), ouf o f Dosle Dares,
p. 2, 2.03.1m by Meadow Gene. Dam Is a /u ll slsfer fo Miles Dares,
(p. 1.33m, #77,330). Half-slbs Include Conesfoga Dosle, p. 3.
2 .0 2 .2 f N. Y. sfabed plus ofbers.
PIu Pey/ecf, Brown /Illy, 3 /1 /3 2 by Flying Bref ouf o f fbe record
mare Busy Bee /oan by Dale Erosf. Half-slbs Include Coral Erosf,
1933, 2-year-old, raced flmed In 2.03 b, and Now JPayne Now, p. 3.
2.06.4b 4, 2.03.1 b #36,000+ N Y. sfabed plus ofbers.
Bes /udlcafa, bay coif, 2 /1 4/3 2, by Coral Bldge, p. 3, 1.37 ouf o / fbe
good producing mare Sbadydale 4 !r Baby p. 3, 2.07.2b, by 41rllner.
Half-slbs Include Flscounf L/flngfon, p. 2, 2.04.4b 3, 2.0 2 f
#20,000+ and Harry Busbway p. 2, 2.07.1 b f 1932 N.H. and N.E.

Pbunderlng EH, Brown /Illy, 4/1 7/3 2, by Nevele Pbunder, 2,
2.00.3m, 3, 2.00.1f #234,233, ouf o f Elaeffe Rodney by 3peedy
Rodney, N Y. sfabed.
Bo/d Impression, bay coif, 2/20/B2, 1st crop o / fbe JForld Champion,
EIndy's Crown 3, 1.37.1m, 4, 1.34.4m #262,043. Duf o/P .Q . *s Girl,
4, g. 2.09.4 b, by 3far Pacble. Phis coif Is fhe dam*s/Irsf coif and her
second /oal. N /. and Grand Clrcnlf sfahed.
4 Hons-Y, bay coif, 3/13/32, by Eawarfba Mon 4 ml, sire o f JVaflonal
Reason 's record winner, Berkshire Buddy, 3, 1.37.2, oaf o f fhe good
producing mare Cindy 41den by Parber 41den. Half-slbs Include
HoIIandalse, 2, 2.13.2b, 3, 2.06.2% 4, 2 .0 4 .2 / #33,000+ , and
Cbelsea Queen, 2, 2.11.3b, 3, 2.03.4% and Zuider Zee, 2, 2.14.4b 4
fraced flmed) 2.03 / 6/23/33. N /. and Grand Clrculf sfabed.

P breecb eers/orou r/u m p ln /u d o,p . 2, 2.03% 2.04 b (Inanofberwln In NE33 af Foxboro, 3 /1 3 /3 3 ^ /

Jumpin Judo wins the New England Sire Stakes division for three year old pacers at Foxboro Raceway with Tom Mac Namara driving.

Austin Farm ,

RR No. 2, Box 194, Lang R d.,

Owners — Mr. & Mrs. Peter Burling

Cornish, N.H. 03745

T e l / 603-675-6255

Resident Trainer — Mary Giles

Northeast Harness News
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TIRST ANNUAL MASSACHUSETTS STANDARDBRED HORSE SALE
At

K.C. FARM

Mass, and New England sired weanlings, yearlin gs, b rood m a res and qu ality racehorses.
Featuring consignm ents from m a jor b reed ers.
Catalogue closes Oct. 1. For more information call 617-333-0467.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

New Hampshire/New England trotting bred yearling filly BOLD KID-JULIA
ROSE ABBOTT). Only twenty-one stakes eligibles in this class!

W E A N L M C STUB COLTS

FOR SALK OK TRADE

Eligible To Mass. Sire Stakes and
New England Sulky Championship

Four-year-old POMP-SILKYWAY mare, half sister to Bold Kid, full sister
to Killy Dunloe 3, 2:05.4h, 4, 2:02.3f ($42,411.00)
Both reasonably priced.

CaH 207-935-2754 —

TROTTING COLT

Roman Key - The Consort s Dolly

207-697-2303. Ask for Bob.

PACING COLT

Cory - Piper Princess

CROSS CREEK FARM
Tsatsawassa Lake Road

East Nassau, N.Y.

BRAES1DE FARM

OFFERS FOR SALE

CROSS CREEK HELLO b .C . 4 /1 7 /8 2

TEL. 413-436-7444
Betty and Warren MacConnell

Say Hello -

Miss Cee Jay

Third foal from a mare who has produced Cross Creek Derby (Red W ave)
at 4 race-timed in 2.01 and Cross Creek Dancer (Sundance Skipper) at 2
race-timed in 2.04.1. This mare is a ^ sister to the dams of Adios Skipper
1.56.4 $158,839 (2:00 producing stallion), B.S. Skipper 1.58.1, Doctor Tom
1.59.2, etc. This colt will pace free-legged in the field. Excellent conforma
tion and disposition. W ell staked.

CROSS CREEK ADD!E blk. c. 5 /2 1 /8 2

D O N 'T D E L A Y . . .
S U B S C R !B E

T O D A Y !

NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWS
(P!ease Circle Proper Categories)

Adour —swift Pride

PATRON OWNER TRAfNER DRfVER CROOM OFFICIAL

Third foal out of a Bengazi Hanover mare (oldest is 3 ). Oldest foal is
currently in training at Yonkers and 2-year-old has been turned out to
grow. Good conformation and well staked.

JULY THRU DECEMBER ONLY (no back copies) For those interested in the
standardbred sport in New England. This is your opportunity to be informed about
harness racing (Piease enclose check).
NEW SLIBSCRIBERS $4.00

Broodmare: CINDY BELLE

Name

This Adios Boy mare has produced Cinboy 2.01.4 and Amber Wayne Son
2.03.3. She is in foal to Brand New Fella and sells with or without Brand

Date

Address

New Fella filly at side.
These horses are not entered in any sale and will be sold privately. AM
reasonable offers considered.

Robert & Jennifer Newton

.Zip.

Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, Boom Rd., Saco, Me. 04072. Tel. 207-282-9205.

518-766-5580

c

What A Great Week At

SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
Congratulations to the President s Pace winner IDEAL WILCO.

A new lifetime mark and a new record o f 1 :5 7 .3 on September 4th

Also
Many thanks to THE CHOWS for their gene rous donatio n of the p o rtrait of the grea t
MY BILL EOBWOOD which is o n display in the Downs clubhouse for all to see.

Scarborough Downs President, Joseph Ricci, accepts the portrait of My Bill Forwood presented by Dr. Alroy and Eastly Chow.

Scarborough Down s, "M aine's Show place", Racing W ednesday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday
R e m e m b e r T h e S e a s o n C lo s e r

T h e $ 5 ,0 0 0 N e w
Joseph R i c c i , P r e s i d e n t

L lo y d

E n g la n d P a c e

J o h n s o n , G e n e r a l

M

a n a g e r

!------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------]

SCARBOROUGH DOWNS —
Send to:

!
!

!

Name

Lioyd Johnson,
Genera! Manager

,
!

Scarborough Downs,
Route No. I, Box 468

Scarborough, ME. 04074
Tef. 207-883-4331

!
-------

!

t

Now accepting applications for winter stalls

-------

)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

]

t
)

Address

)
)
Phone number____________________________________

Number of staffs requested_________________________________

Come winter with us — for the best in off season facilities — Stall applications now due.

